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Abstract—There are many reasons behind research on speculation and negation: there is a lot of irrelevant (nonfactual) information, and a huge changing with new discovering information may strengthen or weaken previous knowledge. Speculation and negation values are considered as one of the main factors which play an essential role to predict the factuality of event or sentence. Negation reverses the truth of a statement to give the opposition and speculation increase or decreases the uncertainty of statement. Recently, Deep Neural Networks (DNN) have proven better performance to distinguish factual from nonfactual information. Most previous approaches have been dedicated to the English language. To our knowledge, there is no previous developed research to identify the negative or speculative expression for biomedical texts in the Arabic language. This research will develop DNN-based Speculation and negation detection models that able to check claims (negated or speculated sentences) by considering syntactic paths between speculation or negation cues and the remaining words (candidates) in biomedical texts, using Stanford dependency parser. In this paper, the implemented models are evaluated based on the BIOARABIC corpus. Experiments on BIOARABIC corpus show that DNN models achieve a competitive performance and the Attention based Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory model achieves the best F-scores of 73.55.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The huge amount of biomedical data and its growth recently increases the need to analyze by depth. Deep learning is based on the artificial neural network where input is mapped to output according to mathematical manipulation and training to find the probability of assigning a certain result. Deep Neural Networks proved its effectiveness in different fields such as speech recognition[29], computer vision [30] and natural language processing [31]. Deep learning-based algorithms show remarkable performance to extract shallow and deep features, also, to learn the structure from complex biomedical data to make sense [32]. Negation and speculation detection plays a significant role to decide the factuality of biological and medical texts (biomedical) and their confidence. Deep learning is applied for negation and speculation detection and proved its effectiveness and accuracy in different language such as English [14]. Due to the scarcity of datasets for training and testing in the Arabic language, less effort has been made.

Negation

In negation, the statement is turned into its opposite by negation cue. Two main types of negation are distinguished: clausal, in which an entire statement is negated and local where a specific part of the statement is negated [1]. According to [2], negation has four categories: denials, imperatives, rejections and questions. Negation has its major effect on several NLP takes such as Text entailment wherein existing negation cue turn the statement to its opposite. For example, S1 does not entail S1:

S1: The weather is very hot

S2: The weather is not hot

In sentiment analysis, negation reverts the polarity; for example, S3 has a negative polarity while S4 has a positive polarity:

S3: The iPhone is very expensive

S4: The iPhone is not very expensive, it has

For the Arabic language, The most used negative cues:

لا شيء (lasy), لا شيء (la shy), لا أحد (la ahd), لا هذا ولا ذاك (la hdha wla dhak), لا مكان (la makan), لا اد (abd), (alkad), نادر (alkad)
Speculation

Speculation is the degree of uncertainty where there is a lack of information, and a reader could not decide the truth of information [3]. There are four levels that correspond to the degree of uncertainty ranging from low to high [4]:

- Speculation: e.g. She was probably right.
- Hedging: e.g. 3% of students failed the exam
- Investigation: e.g. they examined the contextual representation of the cues.
- Weaseling: e.g. it is known as a health problem

Speculation is the most important type of uncertainty; the first definition of speculation was presented by [5], as using words (speculation cues) hold fuzzy. Speculation cues are words that tell the author’s judgement [6]. In [7], The authors studied speculation language and investigated levels of belief (i.e., hypotheses, tentative conclusions, hedges, and speculations). A list of hedges words and its phenomena words according to the degree of category membership are mentioned like (particularly, somewhat, basically, actually ... etc.) and called them predicate modifiers [5]. There are at least four types of criteria for category membership: Definitional (technically), primary (strictly speaking+), secondary (loosely speaking) and characteristic though incidental (regular) [5]. The authors classified the speculation based on the speculation cues to six categories [8]:

- Auxiliaries - may, might, can, would, should, could ... etc.
- Epistemic verbs - suggest, presume, suppose, seem, appear, indicate ... etc.
- Epistemic adjectives - probable, possible, likely, unlikely, unsure, not sure ... etc.
- Epistemic adverbs - probably, possibly, presumably, perhaps, potentially ... etc.
- Epistemic nouns - possibility, probability, hypothesis, suggestion ... etc.
- Conjunctions - or, and/or, either ... or, whether ... or, whether ... etc.

In Arabic language, the most used speculation cues are:

(qd), (belka), (belkad), (la yankon), (la yankbhey), (lan), (la yaasta), (mtawd), (la ymk), (la ymkn).

II. RELATED WORK

Negation: In [9], the authors developed DEEPEN system can solve the problem of Incorrect negation assignment in composite sentences NegEx’s system by incorporating the dependency relationship. Dependency relationship is the grammatical relationship between the governor (head) word and dependent word which attached to governor. The results Performance showed reduced false positives in NegEx’s system. In [10] the authors analysed the negation in dialogue and proposed sequence labelling model using CRFs to detect the negated fragments not only in the same sentence but also in previous dialogue which has not been done before. They annotated tutorial dialogues to use as a dataset (called DT-Neg corpus). It is available for research purposes. The F-1 score obtained (0.826). In [11] they proposed a system that able to affirm or negate suicide mental health records using probabilistic context free grammars. The algorithm presented better results in information retrieval. In [12] the authors created a new corpus of negation and speculation in the veterinary clinical note domain called VetCompass and defined it’s the annotation and trained the CRF model over VetCompass training data. The obtained results showed that in domain training data gives better result than on training on bioscope corpus. In [13] the authors realised that there are drawbacks in previous systems like dedicated to a specific domain and most of them are related to the English language rather than they are highly engineered and depend on a reliable representation for a sentence of parser result. They tried to tackle such problems by developing neural network and word embedding’s system. Due to the important role of backward processing (negated token may come before cue), it is shown that using both feed-forward neural with Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory is better than using feed-forward neural alone. Best results of performance are obtained compared by previously scope systems on the same domain but not a different domain. They outperformed the best result of *Sem shared task 2012. In [14] A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based model with probabilistic weighted average pooling has been recently proposed to handle negation and speculation texts automatically. Each candidate token labelled by A, B or O after before and outside respectively, to describe the location relationship among the cue tokens and other (distance of the cue to the candidate token.). Syntactic paths between the cues and the candidate tokens in both constituency and dependency parse trees are extracted (Path Feature can offer effective features to determine whether a token belongs to the scope.). Position Feature and Path Feature are concatenated to form the one feature vector, which is then fed into a SoftMax layer to compute the confidence scores then labelled it. The evaluation showed that the system achieves the best results on the abstract in BioScope corpus. In [15] In 2018, the authors proposed the first system that has the ability to distinguish the negated part in tutorial dialogues using deep learning methods (Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)). Two types of answer negation are: explicit where the negation cue is present and implicit where the text is negated by context without negation cues. The annotated tutorial dialogues data prepared in [10] used to train the models. The performance results are f-score (0.839) are better than [10] of (0.826), DT-Neg corpus. In [16] the authors proposed NegBio whose code focused on negation. Their system is based on rules defined from dependency graphs (universal dependency graph (UDG)). It gives directed graph (universal dependency graph (UDG)) which is a sketch of grammatical relationships in a sentence could be understood even by non-linguists. For the Arabic language, the importance of contradiction classification in RTE systems is studied in [17].
Speculation: In [18] they used a memory-based system that relies on information from lexical and parse tree dependencies. Depending on a heuristic approximation of nearest neighbour, get the highest performance of the task detection the scope of speculation cues. In [19], A Combination of lexical and syntactic patterns as rule-based system has been used to detect speculation and negation scopes and proved its effectiveness compared to other machine learning based systems on BioScope corpus. In [8] they applied a Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) algorithm to learn models whether a word is speculation cue or not based on provided with linguistic features. In the speculation detection stage, a subtree of phrase parse tree generated by Stanford Parser is selected to be the scope of a cue, depending on a set of linguistic heuristics determined previously. The performance results to detect the sentences that contain cues were better than detecting the scope task. In [20] they used syntactic parse information tree for tree kernel-based negation and speculation scope detection. Compared with recently scope detection systems, the system obtained high an F-score of 76.90% on the BioScope corpus reports. In [21] they proposed the first n speculation detection system for official monetary policy statements. They built two data set OF Debates and decisions of U.S. central bank and labelled them for speculation by professional annotators. On the two datasets, numerous rule-based and machine learning (ML) approaches were used to test their value. The classifiers obtained 0.70 F-score on the speculative class. In [22] They studied cross-domain automatic speculation detection and showed good performance by training SVM on general domain and applying on new specific-domains specific dictionaries (small in-domain list of speculation triggers) like the monetary policy domain in their research. For the Arabic language, a machine learning model is implemented to get uncertainty cues in addition to their scope and holder, 75.9% F-score is obtained.

III. ARABIC BASED DEEP LEARNING MODELS FOR SPECULATION AND NEGATION DETECTION

Input Representation

In our training models, each model has an input of constituency and dependency Shortest syntactic path. The shortest syntactic path between the cues and the candidate tokens in constituency and dependency parse are extracted as its effectiveness is proven in [14]. An Arabic example with its constituency and dependency parsed result.

Sentence: قد يكون يصعب يصعب العلاج جراحياً جراحياً يصعب يصعب يصعب. فد فد العلاج العلاج العلاج الدوائي الدوائي الدوائي.

DNN models in this research

A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN): CNN-based model has the benefit of fast training to extract a rich representation of syntactic features of speculated and negated elements in a text and deals with sentence by part/windows) [23]. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) had memory helps to predict current output based on previous result [24]. Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BLSTM) -based model has the role of extraction semantic features from an entire sequence and learning linguistic relationships over long sequences to obtain a rich representation of statement. Pooling is implemented to get the highest contextual representation of the two statements. The output of the previous stage is fed to BiLSTM to extract sequences of representations [25]. In [26] Attention Based Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory Networks (AttBLSTM) proposed to detect Relation classification and the necessary information for this detection, without depending on extracted features from lexical resources. This approach has the benefit of focusing on relevant words related to the task like speculation and negation cues in our subject, so more able to extract relevant relation to uncertainty cues with related words. The hidden vectors which come from
LSTM is used in attention mechanism to represent a sentence, following these equations:

\[ M = \tanh(H) \]  
\[ a = \text{softmax}(w^TM) \]  
\[ r = H * a^T \]

**BioArabic Corpus**

In previous research, a corpus has been built to handle negation and speculative cues in Arabic. BioArabic corpus consists of 10165 sentences, 26.2% of these sentences have negation and speculative cues, annotated by computational linguistics and biologists. Due to much sentences have much information in English, lead to incorrect produced parsing, they are removed. A filtered corpus of 3000 is used in our training of 31.84% negated and speculated sentences [27].

IV. RESULTS

The results obtained by our different models over Bio-Arabic corpus are presented in Table 1. All the result reported after applying word embedding in addition to the constituency and dependency parsing to each model. From obtained results, it is observed that CNN has less performance than Recurrent Neural Network based models since it could not capture more information from the previous context of negation or speculation cue. It could be noticed that Bi-LSTM has more ability to get contextual representation by forward and backward learning and has the benefit of learning long sentences. Attention combination with Bi-LSTM has the best performance as an attention mechanism focuses more on relevant information.

**TABLE 1: RESULTS OF SPECULATION NEGATION SCOPE DETECTION USING DIFFERENT DEEP LEARNING MODEL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>66.07</td>
<td>68.93</td>
<td>67.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>68.37</td>
<td>71.93</td>
<td>70.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN+LSTM</td>
<td>69.07</td>
<td>73.53</td>
<td>71.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN+pooling+LSTM</td>
<td>69.97</td>
<td>73.87</td>
<td>71.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN+pooling+BiLSTM</td>
<td>70.18</td>
<td>75.42</td>
<td>72.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention-BiLSTM</td>
<td>71.63</td>
<td>75.57</td>
<td>73.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ERROR ANALYSIS**

After analytical operations, it is noticed that there are two main problems, first: the used dataset has a lot of English medical or biological vocabularies, produced imprecision parsed sentences, second there are a lot of long sentences separated by comma which may be divided into different sentences, to reduce the problem of very long dependencies. The third problem is the main role of applied parsers to get correct labels (where the produced parsed sentences are the input of each model), which mean incorrect parsed input leads to reduce the accuracy of the models.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper applied different deep learning-based models for speculation and negation scope detection for Arabic models. To my best knowledge, this is the only research focused on speculation and negation detection for biomedical texts to the Arabic language. Due to process more, long dependences and attention mechanism focused on relevant cues, Attention-BiLSTM model performs best compared to other models, 73.55% f-score. For our future work, we tend to build different datasets for specific and general domains. We are going to study speculation and negation on event level not only sentence level and enrich more semantic relations between candidate scope words like gloss relation, holonym relation (is a part of another thing), and meronym relation (opposite to holonym) and studied the effect of this detection of speculation and negation on more NLP tasks. The implementation of this paper is available on [28].
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